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Abstract
When the mobile robot performs certain motion tasks in complex environment, wheel slipping inevitably occurs due
to the wet or icy road and other reasons, thus directly influences the motion control accuracy. To address unknown
wheel longitudinal slipping problem for mobile robot, a RBF neural network approach based on whole model
approximation is presented. The real-time data acquisition of inertial measure unit (IMU), encoders and other sensors
is employed to get the mobile robot’s position and orientation in the movement, which is applied to compensate the
unknown bounds of the longitudinal slipping using the adaptive technique. Both the simulation and experimental
results prove that the control scheme possesses good practical performance and realize the motion control with
unknown longitudinal slipping.
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1 Introduction
With the development of robotic applications, higher
requirements have been presented for the motion control problem of mobile robots. Most researches shown
the control schemes for mobile robots are based on the
assumption that the wheels roll without slipping and
skidding [1–3]. In previous work, many intelligent control technologies, such as kinematic∕torque control
method using backstepping [4], a modified input–output linearization method [5], a data-based tracking control [6, 7], a sliding-mode based tracking algorithms
[8–10], neural networks tracking control method [11,
12], extended state observer based nonlinear tracking and obstacle avoidance control method [13], disturbance observer-based robust trajectory tracking method
[14], based on this assumption have been proposed for
the robotics research. However, when the mobile robot
performs certain motion tasks in complex environment,
such as in wet or icy ground, high velocity starting and
stopping and so on, these assumptions cannot be met
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due to slipping effect. All of these will cause the accumulative error of pose compared with conventional mobile
robots [15] and certainly do deteriorate motion accuracy
of mobile robot.
Consequently, approaches form control perspective
have been receiving increased attention for the mobile
robot in presence of slipping. Many researches have
mentioned previously regarding the slipping phenomenon for the mobile robots. In Ref. [16], Dixon et al. [17]
on the basis of their previous work addressed the skidding for mobile robots by designing robust tracking and
regulation controllers at the kinematic level. Relying on
kinematic-global positioning system and other sensors to
collect the robot’s information, such as posture, velocities, Chang Boon Low et al. developed a GPS-based controller to realize the path following [18, 19]. In Ref. [20],
considering the disturbing influence of skid-slip effects,
the Vector Field Orientation (VFO) feedback approach
is presented to perform the trajectory tracking tasks.
For mobile robots in presence of slip conditions, Gonzalez et al. [21] proposed an adaptive control law together
with an LMI-Based approach, which guarantee the stability and asymptotical convergence subject to both constraints and varying dynamics. Aimed at the trajectory
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tracking subject to unknown wheels’ slipping, Cui et al.
[22] addressed the unknown skidding for mobile robots
by designing adaptive unscented Kalman filter scheme.
Though kinematic modeling with wheel slipping phenomena gives a theoretical possibility of obtaining good
performance of the control action, the kinematics model
is only taken position and velocity into account, and
without model uncertainties, unmodelled or unstructured disturbances, nonlinear friction and other factors.
For that reason, it is necessary to study the motion control problem from the viewpoint of dynamics.
For the wheeled mobile robot under unknown skidding
and slipping conditions, one previous study [23] presented an adaptive tracking control scheme with torque
saturation.
Regarding skidding and slipping as disturbances, Kang
et al. [24] proposed a robust tracking approach using a
generalized extended state observer at kinematic and
dynamic level. Later in their work, Kang et al. [25] proposes a robust tracking controller based on the fuzzy
disturbance observer for a WMR with unknown skidding and slipping. Subject to Wheel Slip, Tian et al. [26]
developed a time-invariant discontinuous feedback law
is to asymptotically stabilize the robot system. In order
to perform trajectory tracking under the longitudinal slip
condition, Gao et al. [27] proposed an improved adaptive
controller together with a neural network learning procedure. When existing the skidding, slipping and input disturbance, Chen [28] proposed a robust tracking control
scheme based on the disturbance observer for wheeled
mobile robots. In Ref. [29], a reinforcement learningbased adaptive neural tracking algorithm is proposed for
the nonlinear discrete-time dynamic system of the WMR
with skidding and slipping. From all the research above,
we can find that most of the work focus on the control
scheme design, which is only validated by simulation,
lacking of experimental validation.
In the practical applications of our mobile robot,
as longitudinal slipping is a more common phenomenon, this paper focus on the motion control research
for mobile robots with unknown longitudinal slipping.
Accordingly, based on the dynamic model, a neural network approach based on whole model approximation for
the motion control of mobile robots under unknown longitudinal slipping occurrence is proposed. The unknown
bounds of the longitudinal slipping are compensated by
the adaptive technique. The proposed control system can
achieve the accurate motion control of the mobile robot.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Kinematics and dynamics of a mobile robot with longitudinal slipping are derived mathematically in Section 2. Section 3
introduce the model of control system. In Section 4, simulations on motion control problems for a wheeled mobile
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robot subject to longitudinal slipping are carried out. Three
groups of experiments are presented in Section 5, to validate the applicability of the proposed control scheme to
real system, showing the robustness property of the proposed scheme. Section 6 concludes this paper.

2 Problem Formulation
Before discussing control strategy, a typical example of a
differentially driven mobile robot used for the research of
trajectory tracking is considered in this paper. The mobile
robot platform under study is depicted in Figure 1, which
composes of a vehicle with two driving wheels mounted on
the same axis, whereas both a front and a rear free wheel
only used for supporting the robot platform and without guide effect. The motion of mobile robot is achieved
by two motors providing the necessary torques for the
driving wheels, although both two motors are completely
independent in the whole system, each motor has almost
the same characteristics, such as position, velocity, acceleration, force response, friction model and other nonlinear
phenomenon.
The dynamic model of the mobile robot can be expressed
in the Lagrange form [2]
M(q)q̈ + V (q, q̇)q̇ + G(q) + τ d = B(q)τ − AT (q),
(1)

T
where q = x y θ
is the location of the mobile robot
in the inertial Cartesian frame, (x, y) and θ represent
the

m 0 0
position and orientation respectively. M(q) =  0 m 0 
0 0 Ic
is a symmetric, positive definite inertia matrix,
V (q, q̇) = 0 is the centripetal and coriolis matrix, G(q) is
the gravity vector, τ d denotes bounded unknown

Figure 1 Overview of the mobile robot system
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disturbances including
unstructured
unmodelled dynam
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two motors, AT (q) = − sin θ cos θ 0 is the matrix
associated
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and

the
 = −m ẋc cos θ + ẏc sin θ θ̇ is the vector of constraint
forces. In the above formula, m is the mass of mobile
robot platform, Ic is its moment of inertia, r is the wheel
radius, d is the distance between the two driving wheels,
τi is the wheel torque for the ith wheel. As the mobile
robot being studied is working on a level surface with no
slope, here the gravitational vector G(q) tends to zero.
The nominal kinematic model in the ideal case can be
formulated as follows:
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For conciseness, we denote

q̇ = S(θ)v.
(3)
The subscript number l and r represent
the
left
and
right
T
drive wheel respectively, v = vl vr
is the corresponding driving velocity.
When longitudinal slipping occurs during the movement, the slip ratios is defined as follows [21]:

l
sl = vl −v̄
vl ,
(4)
vr −v̄r
sr = v r ,
where sl and sr are the slip ratios of the left and right
wheels, v̄l and v̄r are the corresponding current velocity caused by longitudinal slipping, respectively. There
are two points worth noting in relation to the longitudinal slip. Firstly, if the longitudinal slippage do not happen, the current driving velocity is equal to the reference
velocity with sl = sr = 0. Secondly, in any case the slip
ratios sr = 1 and sl = 1, assuming that sr = sl = 1 that
means wheel totally slipping and leads the mobile robot
in uncontrolled state, therefore this situation is generally
neglected.
The current velocity of the left and right drive wheel
under the longitudinal slipping conditions is as follows:
 
   1
0
vl
v̄l
1−sl
=
.
(5)
1
vr
v̄r
0 1−s
r

Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (3) yields, the kinematics model in presence of longitudinal slipping is shown as
follows

q̇ = S̄(θ , sl , sr )v̄,
where


(6)
cos θ
2(1−sl )

cos θ
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sin θ
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−
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,




T
v̄ = v̄l v̄r are the current velocity of the two wheels,
which can be real-time measured by encoders.
Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (1) yields, we can obtain the
dynamic form of the mobile robot subject to longitudinal
slipping as
M̄(v̄)v̄˙ + V̄ (v̄)v̄ + τ̄ d = B̄(v̄)τ̄ ,
where

(7)



M̄(v) = S̄ T M S̄, V̄ (v) = S̄ T M S̄˙ + V S̄ = 0, τ̄ d = S̄ T τ d ,

B̄(v̄) = S̄ T B. We observe that when longitudinal slipping
impact are considered in the dynamic model, it becomes
more complicated.

3 Mathematical Model of Control System
for Mobile Robot
The ultimate goal of motion control considering the longitudinal slipping is to control the torque so that the robot can
follow preconcerted trajectory. In the inertial coordinate
T
system, given a reference trajectory
 q r (t)T= xr yr θr
and a current trajectory q(t) = x y θ , the tracking
error is expressed as



cos θ sin θ 0
xr − x
e(t) =  − sin θ cos θ 0  yr − y .
(8)
0
0 1
θr − θ
The derivative of e(t) with respect to t


vr cos θr − v + xe θ̇
ė(t) =  vr sin θr + xe θ̇ .
wr − θ̇

The auxiliary velocity is defined as [30]
  

vc
vr cos θe + k1 xe
,
ξc =
=
wc
wr + k2 vr ye + k3 vr sin θe
where k1, k2, k3 are design parameters.
The derivation of ξc can be written as

(9)

(10)
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v̇r cos θe
=
ẇr + k2 v̇r ye


k1 0
−vr sin θe
+
ė.
0 k2 vr k3 vr cos θe

(11)

And assuming that the linear and angular reference
velocities are constant, we obtain [4]

  
v̇c
−vr sin θe
k1 0
ξ̇c =
=
ė.
(12)
ẇc
0 k2 vr k3 vr cos θe
To design the control input and follow the desired
velocity, we introduce the auxiliary velocity tracking
error

e(t) = ξ − ξc .
(13)
In this part, we adopt tracking error ē as the design criteria for neural adaptive controller. The filtered tracking
error [31] is

(14)
r = ē˙ + Λē,
T
where Λ = Λ > 0. Differentiating the above formula,
the dynamics can be expressed in the filtered tracking
error
(15)

M̄(v)ṙ = −V̄ (v)r + g(x) + τ̄ d − B̄(v̄)τ̄ ,
where the nonlinear function is

g(x) = M̄(v)(v̇c + Λė) +V̄ (v)(vc + Λe)vc + Ḡ(v)
and, for instance


x = ēT ē˙ T vrT v̇rT v̈rT .

(16)
In this part a computed torque method is developed for
trajectory tracking. Define a control input torque as
(17)
where ĝ is the estimate of g(x) and Kv = KvT > 0 is the
gain matrix. Substituting Eq. (17) into Eq. (15) yields, we
can get
τ̄ = ĝ + Kv r,



M̄(v)ṙ = −V̄ (v)r + g(x) + τ̄ d − B̄(v̄) ĝ + Kv r


= − V̄ (v) + Kv B̄(v̄) r + ζo ,



(18)

where the functional estimation error is expressed as
g̃ = g − B̄(v̄)ĝ , ζo = g̃ + τ̄ d.
Due to RBF neural network has a good performance in
learning and approximating nonlinear functions, hence
in this paper to eliminate these uncertainties, the RBF is
applied into the mobile robot system for approximating
function g(x):

ĝ(x) = Ŵ T ϕ(x),

where Ŵ is the current values of the neural network
weights provided by the tuning algorithm, W is ideal
weights.
Define the weight estimation errors as

W̃ = W − Ŵ ,
here the ideal weights is to be known bounded under the
assumptions, so that
�W �F ≤ Wmax .
With τ̄ defined in Eq. (17), the control input is
τ̄ = ĝ(x) + Kv r − ν = Ŵ T ϕ(x) + Kv r − ν,

(19)
where ν is a function to be determined to provide robustness in the face of the net reconstruction error ε. Then
substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (13) yields,


M̄(v)ṙ = − Kv + V̄ (v) r + Ŵ T ϕ(x) + (ε + τ̄ d ) + ν


= − Kv + V̄ (v) r + ζ1 ,
(20)
where ζ1 = Ŵ T ϕ(x) + (ε + τ̄ d ) + ν.
The auxiliary signal
ν = −(εN + bd )sgn(r),
and the weight tuning is given as

˙ = F ϕr T ,
Ŵ
where the constant matrix F = F T > 0.
Define the Lyapunov function candidate

1
1 
L = r T M̄(v)r + tr W̃ T F −1 W̃ .
2
2

(21)

Differentiating yields

1 ˙
L̇ = r T M̄(v)ṙ + r T M̄(v)r
2



˙ .
+ tr W̃ T F −1 W̃

Substituting Eq. (20) into Eq. (22) yields,

(22)


1 ˙
L̇ = −r T Kv r + r T M̄(v)
− 2V̄ (v) r
 2

˙ + ϕr T + r T (ε + τ̄ + ν).
T
+ tr W̃ F −1 W̃
d
Due to the skew symmetry property, we can get the
second term zero and the third term is zero when choos˙ = −F ϕr T,
ing W̃

L̇ = −r T Kv r + r T (ε + τ̄ d + ν),
where
r T (ε + τ̄ d + ν) = r T (ε + τ̄ d ) + r T ν
= r T (ε + τ̄ d ) − �r�(εN + bd ) ≤ 0.
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Figure 2 Control system diagram

Table 1 Parameters used in the simulation
Parameter

Symbol

Value

Units

Mass of the mobile robot platform

m

69.263

kg

Moment of inertia of mobile robot

Ic

4.729

Radius of the driving wheels

r

0.0625 m

Distance between the two driving wheels

d

0.412

kg·m2
m

Finally, we get
L̇ ≤ 0.
The control system diagram is shown in Figure 2.

4 Simulation Results
In this section, we perform representative simulations
for the mobile robot platform subject to unknown longitudinal slipping to demonstrate the validity of the proposed scheme. The proposed method was implemented
in MATLAB/Simulink software. In addition, by utilizing
the dynamic analysis software, we have the parameters
of our mobile robot shown in Table 1.
In the simulations, in order to eliminate the difference
influence of the velocities of the two driving wheels, a
liner reference trajectory is considered. Given the reference trajectory velocities v = [0.1sint, 0.1sint]T where
t∈[0‒50] s is the simulation time. Assume that the left
and right wheels’ longitudinal slipping described by
sl = 0.2 sin (v̄l ) and sr = 0.2 sin (v̄r ). The control gains are
selected as:


50 0
,
Kv =
0 50
F̄ (v̄) = 0.02sgn(v̄),
T

τ̄ d = 0.2 sin (t) 0.2 sin (t) .

Under the wheel longitudinal slipping conditions, Figure 3 shows the performance of control scheme for the
mobile robot. The velocity tracking results of each driving
wheel in our method is shown in Figure 3(a), which traced
the reference signal rapidly and stably. Under the longitudinal slipping conditions, the corresponding torque on each
driving wheel is shown in Figure 3(b), showing that the
proposed method can perform well to adapt to the disturbance phenomena of the longitudinal slipping. The reason
for this is that the model-based adaptive law is employed to
compensate the disturbances in the mobile robot systems.
Furthermore, since RBF network have good approximate
capability for the nonlinear function with enough precision,
in this paper the neural network is employed to approximate the non-linear component of the whole system, as
shown in Figure 3(c). Figure 3(d) gives the corresponding
position and orientation tracking errors in inertia coordinate, which indicates that this control algorithm can realize
the good precision of position control and orientation control in the motion with longitudinal slipping.

5 Experimental Verification
Besides the simulation, a verification platform has been
set up to verify the above presented scheme and study
fundamental problems in motion control process of
mobile robot with longitudinal slipping, as displayed in
Figure 4. The experiment platform consists of two sets of
direct motor system with absolute rotary encoder, ultrasonic sensor, IMU, obstacle detection sensor, stargazer
infrared position sensor, security touch sensor. IMU
equipped in the mobile robot platform is used to collect
the robot’s current orientation information and the absolute rotary encoder to collect the current velocity. The
parameters used in the experiment system are the same
with the one in simulation shown in Table 1. Under RTLinux operation system, C language has been adopted to
write all computations, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 3 Simulation results

Figure 4 Experiment platform
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In the experimental verifications, we conducted the
experiment using the linear trajectory with linear velocity v = 1 m/s to avoid the impacts of the different velocity
of drive wheels of other trajectory, such as circular trajectory. Considering the practical working environment,
three different groups of plane ground conditions were
conducted on the experimental system: Group A—normal marble floor brick surface, Group B—damp marble
floor brick surface, and Group C—icy marble floor brick
surface were considered.
In the following experiments,
the error of
 we introduce
 2
2
position tracking error e = (ex ) + ey and error of
orientation tracking error eθ respectively to evaluate the
effects.
Under the longitudinal slipping conditions, for the
surfaces A, B and C the experiment results are showed

Figure 5 Implementation architecture
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in Figure 6. For experiments of three groups, the linear
trajectory tracking results between the Group B and the
Group C presented a similar tendency under the same
experimental conditions apart from the floor surface.
A slightly worse result of the group C was illustrated in
Figure 6(c), where the more highly slippery surface compared with the group B made that slipping phenomena
more obvious, both the position error and orientation
error of the group C presented a greater experimental
error than that of group B in Figure 6(b) when the mobile
robot suddenly changes the direction.
It is worth noting that a longer time for experiment
group C is required for the mobile robot from the starting point to destination. The reason for this phenomenon
is the fact that the longitudinal slipping as an external
disturbance reduces the linear velocity, as a result the
controllers must adjust the input to compensate this
deviation caused by the longitudinal slipping. Furthermore, we may also see from Figure 6 that the longitudinal slipping phenomena mainly occurs at the acceleration
stage of the mobile robot. From the experiment results,
we obtain that under different surface environment the
method has certain practicality to the unknown longitudinal slipping and robustness, realizing adaptive tracking
ability.

6 Conclusions
An adaptive motion control problem was formulated for
the mobile robot under the longitudinal slipping condition in this paper. To address the unknown longitudinal
slipping, by utilizing the real-time multi-sensor data to
get the position and orientation of the robot, an adaptive
neural network approach based on whole model approximation has been developed, to compensate the trajectory
error caused by longitudinal slipping. Both the simulation and experimental results have been proved to be
robust and adaptive to the environment with unknown
longitudinal slipping in the practical application.
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